Secondary Storage
Simplified

Nutanix Mine
Nutanix Mine provides a single platform for organizations experiencing the
benefits of Nutanix Enterprise OS, as these organizations can simply extend
their existing integrated data protection to include secondary data backup
and archiving all in a turnkey backup solution powered by our platform
partners.

NUTANIX MINE HIGHLIGHTS
• Open Platform
• Simplified management
• Easy to Deploy and scale

As companies modernize their datacenter with HCI to realize simplicity,
performance and scalability, their backup and data protection strategies have
often remained siloed from their core datacenter environment. Lack of control
over storage and backup lead to long and complex recovery, missed SLAs and
security gaps. Nutanix Mine brings simplicity and scale of HCI to address
customer’s backup and archiving needs.
With native integration with leading backup solution partners, Nutanix Mine
removes a management silo between primary infrastructure and secondary
storage environments. Further, Nutanix Mine can be easily deployed managed
and scaled to meet most enterprise data availability requirements.
Nutanix Mine simplifies the full lifecycle of data back-up operations, including
the initial sizing (performed via Nutanix tools), product procurement,
deployment, management, and product support.

Nutanix Mine simplifies the complexity of traditional siloed backup and storage

FREEDOM TO CHOOSE
With built-in data protection, security and intelligent data management, Mine
enables enterprises to choose the best data back-up software for their
organization, and eliminate the time and expense of configuring standalone
secondary storage solutions
•

Embracing an open platform strategy, Nutanix Mine is a turnkey solution
from Nutanix that integrates with popular back-up solutions, including
those from Veeam, HYCU, Commvault, Veritas, and Unitrends.

•

Nutanix Mine provides data protection for all your workloads, not just
those applications running on Nutanix AOS.
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SIMPLIFIED MANAGEMENT
Through tight integration with Nutanix’s HCI data fabric and advanced Prism
management console, with Nutanix Mine, datacenter managers can rely on a
single pane of glass to manage their HCI infrastructure and secondary storage
•

A single integrated pane to monitor health of on-premises infrastructure
as well as back-up storage.

•

Easily remediate plan and your storage runway and capacity.

•

The ability to easily scale-out both primary and secondary storage to
accommodate business growth.

DROP IN AND SCALE OUT
Nutanix Mine is a complete turn-key solution, that includes a full-stack
hypervisor, hardware, platform OS, management, storage and support. Initial
sizing can be done via Nutanix Sizer and product procurement and
installations are streamlined.
•

Licenses for Nutanix AOS Pro and back-up vendor software are bundled
into the Nutanix Mine solution.

•

Complements Nutanix’s native storage services for unstructured data,
which includes Nutanix Files for file-based storage, and Nutanix Buckets
delivering a scalable S3-compliant object store.

•

Latest generation high density HDDs. Configuration optimized for data
protection.

SIZING AND ORDERING MADE
EASY!
•
•
•
•

Two Form factors
Performance optimized
Price includes Backup Licensing
Sizing integrated in Nutanix Sizer

For more information:
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Nutanix makes infrastructure invisible, elevating IT to focus on the applications and services that
power their business. The Nutanix enterprise cloud platform leverages web-scale engineering and consumergrade design to natively converge compute, virtualization and storage into a resilient, software-defined solution
with rich machine intelligence. The result is predictable performance, cloud-like infrastructure consumption,
robust security, and seamless application mobility for a broad range of enterprise applications.
Learn more at www.nutanix.com or follow us on Twitter@nutanix.
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